High-quality,
versatile, authentic.
Egger PRO Laminate Flooring
Flooring Collection 2018 – 2020

Style isn't
a question of money.
But of ideas.

EGGER Plus: Experience meets innovation and quality.
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Welcome to my world!
Katrin, 32
Mother of two, Innsbruck

«

You only move into your home once. Think
about “What can I easily replace later on –
and what defines my home for years to
come?” The flooring is here to stay. Most
likely even longer than my two girls. That’s
why we thought carefully about the choice
of flooring type, decor, and also the brand.
Please see the results on the pages to follow.
Welcome to our home!

»
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EGGER.

More from wood.
Since establishment in 1961 in Tyrol / Austria,
everything at EGGER is about wood. This living
material is unequalled in maintaining a healthy
ambient air, creating a pleasant atmosphere, and
providing quality. This is what we believe in, and
you can be sure that with every EGGER flooring you
bring a little piece of nature into your home.
But there are also other reasons why millions of
people across the world share their homes with
EGGER. The diversity of decors – in the case of
EGGER laminate flooring you can currently choose
from 80 designs – giving you the possibility to
have free reign for your personal style. Due to the
extreme robust properties, our products will be
with you for many years to come.
We see ourselves as part of your life. This is what
we work for. And this is why here at EGGER, we
continue to develop out flooring further and
further.
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Overall

One home.

Three different flooring types.
One surface design.
Nothing has a greater impact on the
atmosphere of your home than the
flooring. Previously when selecting
a floor, the consumer was forced to
make compromises, your preferred
decor couldn’t be used in the bathroom
because it wasn’t suitable for wet areas
for example. This is now all in the past!
With the new EGGER collection, you can
now enjoy one decor throughout your
home. The floor characteristics can be
adapted to the requirements of each
room. A cosy atmosphere in the living
room. Robust properties in the entrance
way. Quiet from the children’s rooms,
even with the wildest games. And in the
bathroom the floor has no fear of water!
How does this work? One decor,
three different EGGER floor types with
individual advantages:

Your specialised retailer
is happy to advise you.
All EGGER floors can be combined
with each other using coordinated
connection profiles. Allow your
specialised retailer to advise you on the
right floor for each room!
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For commercial and wet areas:

The best of wood and design:
EGGER PRO Design Flooring.

EPD027

For life’s relaxed moments:

A floor designed for comfortable living:
EGGER PRO Comfort Flooring.

EPC001

For the living areas:

The perfection of a classic:
EGGER PRO Laminate Flooring.

EPL122
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EPL063

Don’t settle
for compromises.

Through their high quality, EGGER
floors stay with you for a large part of
your life. Professional installation not
only enables a claim to our generous
guarantees. It also lets you enjoy your
new floor even more. With specialist
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knowledge and experience, your
installer has a solution for particularly
difficult places such as pipe cuttings
around radiators, uneven floors,
or transition areas towards tiles or
carpeting.

«

We installed the flooring in our former home
ourselves. Certain areas have started to really
bother me over the years: the gaps that were
too large around the radiators, the noise
when walking in the living room, or the slight
movement of the floor in the children’s room.
This time we asked a floor installer to do the
job. The result – absolutely perfect!

»
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EPL114

Made for life.

The EGGER
laminate flooring.
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Choose in line with
your taste: With 80
decors, pick the one
floor that is a perfect
match for your design
style.

Relax.
Protecting the new floor? Don’t worry,
we’ve already thought about it. The
surface of EGGER laminate flooring is
exceptionally robust. In addition to the
impact of significant sun exposure.
EGGER flooring is resistant to UV light
and therefore maintains colour.

Extra robust: Moving furniture leaves no trace, even after many years.

A natural touch: The wood structure of the EGGER
laminate flooring provides each room with a special
atmosphere.
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Naturally, wood.
Certainly a good feeling.
The surface texture gives EGGER
laminate flooring more than just a
strikingly authentic character. It also
ensures the highest level of walking
safety through anti slip properties.
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Even if your children love to slide – this
is one type of fun our floors choose
not to allow. And to prevent a charged
atmosphere, EGGER laminate flooring is
equipped with antistatic technology.

EPL055
The family playground: No softeners, no PVC, no toxic dyes. EGGER laminate flooring consists almost 100
percent of PEFC-certified wood.

Tranquil zone: The right underlay
insulates your floor from moisture
and cold. And importantly, efficiently
absorbs sound!
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A system

for well-being.
Everything from a single source:
From skirting to floor cleaning
products – the EGGER accessories range
is perfectly coordinated and guarantees
extra-long service life.

EPL047
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Certainly not afraid of
water.
EGGER has removed the fear of water
with laminate using Aqua+ technology.
With the help of a specially developed
coreboard, these floors are also suited
for wet and commercial areas! Definitely
more economical than tiles, they also
combine hygiene with comfort, even the
use of a steam cleaner is now possible.

Harmonious
accessories: Skirting
boards in decor colour,
complete the general
appearance.

Ideal playground:
Childs play, jumping
around, painting – no
issue.

EPL048

EPL111
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There is no limit

to your creativity.
Enjoy the freedom to live out your
style. A floor with a wooden look in the
bathroom? Stone effects that feel warm?
Or ornamental patterns on the floor as a
contrast to the fixtures? Speak with your
specialist flooring consultant. You will
be impressed by all the possibilities!

EPL046

EPL004

EPL008

Wood reproductions

Stone effects

Creative decors

The classic for a warm, cosy
atmosphere. Unsurpassed in the
selection of decors and the range of
colour tones and types. In addition,
boards are available in a wide variety of
formats and as two-plank, three-plank,
and herringbone look.

The surprise when walking barefoot –
looks cool, but feels warm. From elegant
marble to strong slates, these decors
are particularly popular for kitchen,
hallways, and bathroom.

Decorative designs add that certain
extra special touch to every room. As a
contrast to the furniture or as a feature
in the children’s room – this is where
your creativity can be used.
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Create an atmosphere!
The colour tone can significantly
enhance the atmosphere of a room.
Cosy? Lively? Or a little bit of both? The
colour of the floor is your starting point.
EPL078
Dark colours help a home to feel cosier, and smaller rooms look larger.

EPL028
Lighter tones can create a friendly and lively effect.

«

The living room is our oasis of
relaxation after a long day. We
want it to be cosy, choosing
the decor “White Inverey Pine”
(EPL028).

EPL048

»

Prefer both? The medium-light decors are a compromise, capturing the best of
both worlds.
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The tools of interior designers.

Board formats chosen correctly.
The impression created by the room
can be influenced significantly using a
board of the perfect length and width.
To highlight a generous space, select
larger formats.
Small rooms can benefit from a medium
sized board. The use of bevelled edges
further enhances the effect of the
selected style.

Medium: 1 291 × 135 mm

Classic: 1 291 × 193 mm

Large: 1 291 × 246 mm

Long: 2 050 × 245 mm

Kingsize: 1 291 × 327 mm
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The ideal solution for small spaces.

Suitable for any room, boards have
balanced proportions.

Produces the effect of generous space
and works particularly well for country
house decors.

The choice for large-surface room
designs and open-plan living. Also
increases the effect of long, narrow
rooms.

Large rooms deserve our Kingsize.
Decors unfold their full beauty through
both wooden and tile decors.

Atmosphere part 2:

Breathe life into your home!
Allow the decor to control the
impression made by your home.
Harmonious tones contribute to a
calming atmosphere. A little boring?
Introduce your customer to decors with
a more lively vibe. For example colour
play or natural features such as cracks
and knots.

Homogeneous sorting
soothes the general
appearance.

EPL017

EPL078

A little boring? Colour play,
cracks and natural knots
in every single board have
a lively effect on the room
atmosphere.
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Unreal and

authentic.

Striking surface textures give character to
your floor, and it is still easy to clean. The
risk of slipping is significantly reduced
thanks to our special surfaces fitted with
R10.

Omnipore – Elegantly natural wood pore

Natural Pore – Authentic, decor-coordinated
woodgrain

Deepskin – Striking texture with depth

Mineral – Irregular, rough character

Smoothtouch – Natural and velvety surface

EPL048
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«

We chose the board format Kingsize for our
open-plan kitchen in order to make the room
look even more generous. The natural and
velvety surface Smoothtouch was used as
surface texture.

»
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The trends in interior design.
The design preference shows off
your own style, but also the signs of
our time. EGGER works closely with

internationally known trend researchers
to find the right floor for the right times.

Pure Nature
Warm and elegant, rustic and timeless:
the embodiment of pure naturalness.

EPL029
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Used Novelty
This is how creative, lively, and playful
interior design can be. Used Look
meets patterns, pale tones meet bright
colours.

EPL120
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EPL009

Modern Classics
Classics are reinterpreted and combined
with new colour concepts.
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Light Living
This trend looks bright and friendly, and is based on loft
architecture and Scandinavian design. The design is reserved
and allows furnishings to take the spotlight.

EPL061
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Perfection

down to the details.

EPL010

EGGER’s innovation hasn’t missed
one detail of the improvements within
laminate floors in the past 60 years.
Click systems that provide additional
stability? Surfaces that are difficult to
damage? Moisture-resistant solutions?
Technical redevelopments with one
objective: Your joy and satisfaction
when you come home.

The structure of EGGER
laminate flooring.

1

1  Resilient, highly abrasion-resistant

2

surface
2  Decor image
3  HDF swell barrier+ coreboard

3

made of wood
4  Balancer
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4

High quality

Hardwearing, with a robust structure.
Modern surfaces in formats that are
always new. Never before has it been
so easy to create a good atmosphere
inside the home.

Versatile

Desire for change?
No other flooring can be installed as
quickly and easily as laminate. Want
something new? Dismantling laminate
flooring is just as easy.

Authentic

Looks like a beautiful real wood floor,
and feels just like one too. New surfaces
and board formats in woodgrain decors
that are true to nature give the floor
an authentic appearance in line with
current design trends.
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Long lifespan.
The best tip for the long service life of
your EGGER laminate floor? Use the
coordinated EGGER system products.
From the correct underlay to the skirting

in the decor of the floor, through
to the special cleaning product – a
perfect finish is as certain as the long
guarantee.

Underlays

Skirting boards and floor profiles

Adapted for the sub-floor and your requirements: Vapour
barrier? Noise reduction or additional heat insulation? It’s
your choice.

6 or 8 cm height? White or decor design? Our selection gives
you complete freedom.
Movement profiles guarantee the stability of the floor, also
in large rooms. EGGER offers various materials, colours,
thicknesses, and lengths.
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«

I knew it the first time I walked across the
floor, everything was done properly. I instantly
felt at home, the floor was perfect.

»

Care and installation tools
System-related care products complete the range. Their
regular use ensures the lasting beauty of the floors. We offer
the right solution for special installation projects and small
repairs.
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One brand.

All options.
EGGER covers the entire range of wooden flooring in the laminate, comfort, and design flooring segments. With our
three flooring categories you have a solution for every situation.

EPD015

EPC001

EPL010

EGGER PRO
Design Flooring.

EGGER PRO
Comfort Flooring.

EGGER PRO
Laminate Flooring.

→→ The look & feel of wood – but as
easy-care as ceramics.
→→ Seamless floor design in all rooms –
even the bathroom, using moistureresistant properties.
→→ Long-term beauty – due to the
microscratch resistant and selfhealing surface.
→→ Also suitable for commercial
applications.

→→ The look of a wooden floor board,
but produced with cork.
→→ So warm, barefoot in all seasons
with the insulating cork layer.
→→ Quiet footfall and more comfort
using a double impact sound
insulation.
→→ Healthy atmosphere: good for your
health, environmentally-friendly,
and 100 % PVC-free.

→→ Perfect look. Pleasant feel. Best
price-performance ratio!
→→ Resistant and strong.
→→ With Aqua+ technology, also
suitable for wet areas.
→→ Large choice of decors.

All EGGER flooring provides the following
advantages:
→→ Long product life and colour fast, even in the case of intensive sun exposure.
→→ Additional stability through patented installation systems.
→→ Certified anti-slip resistance.
→→ Tested quality: EGGER flooring exceeds legal standards. Every board is checked prior to
delivery.
→→ Excellent noise insulation through underlays adapted to the type of flooring.
→→ Generous guarantee due to high product quality.
→→ Sustainable, 100 % recyclable.
→→ Naturally wood-based and 100 % PVC-free.
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The decision
made easy.

How can you create accents with a
flooring decor? Which decor works with
your interior? EGGER is happy to assist
you in finding your new favourite floor.
We provide numerous services to this
end.

Virtual room
visualisation. (VDS)

The best interior design
ideas from around the
world.

What would the new decor look like in
your home? The answer to this question
is available on the EGGER website or
with your retailer. With the help of the
room visualisation software VDS, you
can install the desired decor for viewing
inside your home – virtually. This will
give you an idea of how well the new
floor will go with your interior.

Be inspired: Our designers collect the
best living trends and ideas on our
website www.egger.com/inspiration
and on our Instagram account. You will
soon overflow with new ideas
for your home?

Order your decor sample.
Touch and try out: Nothing is better than
seeing a real piece of your desired decor
inside your home. We’d love to send
you a decor sample. More details are
available at www.egger.com/shop.
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1961
1

 hipboard plant
C
in St. Johann in Tirol (AT)
employees

22

2017
17

26
8,000

plants

sales offices around the world
employees

Numbers say more
than words.

EGGER flooring produced annually:

80 million m²

1 m²

laminate
binds

9,860

4.03 CO₂
kg

This corresponds to the
emissions of approximately
5,656 households annually.

rooms per day

3.6 million
Living rooms per year
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Source: current EPD available at www.egger.com

At home

in nature.
EGGER has taken the life cycle in
nature as a model in order to ensure
production is as resource-friendly as

possible. This begins with the PEFCcertified raw material. We use only
wood from forests that have proven
sustainable management. We invest
in fully integrated locations in order to
limit transport to a minimum. Sawmill,
chipboard processing, and laminate
production are right next to each other.
Our network of global locations saves
on transport emissions, as does our

decision to give priority to rail transport.
Waste? EGGER doesn’t really have any.
All by-products are reused to protect
resources. Environmental certification
and labels allocated to EGGER, such
as the coveted Blaue Engel or the strict
international US standard CARB 2, are
sufficient motivation to continue on this
path.
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Extreme
12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 241955 EPL142
Sand beige Olchon Oak

12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 241740 EPL138
Murom Oak grey

12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 241832 EPL150
Cesena Oak grey

12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 241863 EPL151
Cesena Oak

10 / 32 Long
Art.-No.: 243461 EPL119
White Raydon Oak

10 / 32 Long
Art.-No.: 243553 EPL116
Natural Bayford Oak

12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 241894 EPL152
Cesena Oak dark

10 / 32 Long
Art.-No.: 243492 EPL118
Grey Bayford Oak

10 / 32 Long
Art.-No.: 243409 EPL121
Brown Raydon Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235350 EPL033
Verdon Oak white

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235442 EPL107
Cream Hamilton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235381 EPL103
Hamilton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235329 EPL016
Valley Oak mocca

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235411 EPL104
Dark Hamilton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235534 EPL057
White Clifton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 243379 EPL011
Light Rillington Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 235565 EPL058
Natural Clifton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 243317 EPL013
Dark Ripon Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239150 EPL153
Asgil Oak white

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239211 EPL123
White Waltham Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 242914 EPL009
Light Telford Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239099 EPL072
Light Whiston Oak

Overall

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 238856 EPL014
Valley Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239181 EPL122
Natural Waltham Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239242 EPL124
Grey Waltham Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 238948 EPL032
History Wood

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239273 EPL125
Brown Waltham Oak

8 / 32 Large
Art.-No.: 239037 EPL050
Black Corton Oak

10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238542 EPL051
White Corton Oak

10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238450 EPL074
Light Dunnington Oak

10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238368 EPL115
Natural Starwell Oak

10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238573 EPL049
Natural Corton Oak

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 236265 EPL126
Light Santino Stone

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 236203 EPL004
Grey Fontia Concrete

Overall

Overall

12 / 33 Classic
Art.-No.: 242044 EPL146
Olchon Oak smoke

Overall

Dimensions

Water
Resistant
10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238610 EPL043
Light Hunton Oak
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10 / 32 Medium
Art.-No.: 238511 EPL044
Dark Hunton Oak

All decors shown are reproductions.

EGGER PRO Laminate Flooring

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 236142 EPL002
Brown Karnak Granite

8 / 32 Kingsize
Art.-No.: 236296 EPL127
Dark Santino Stone

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240828 EPL045
White Newbury Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240576 EPL015
Valley Oak smoke

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240859 EPL046
Light Newbury Oak

Allround
Plus
8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 241009 EPL068
Dark Abergele Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240880 EPL047
Dark Newbury Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240767 EPL041
Blue Halford Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 240798 EPL042
Black Halford Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 238030 EPL137
Elton Oak white

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237156 EPL028
White Inverey Pine

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237521 EPL064
Natural Abergele Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237798 EPL080
Light North Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 238214 EPL154
Asgil Oak light

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237910 EPL102
Amiens Oak light

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 238061 EPL139
Murom Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237880 EPL096
Natural Grayson Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 238092 EPL144
Olchon Oak honey

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237828 EPL081
Brown North Oak

Allround
8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237187 EPL029
Light Inverey Pine

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 238153 EPL147
Olchon Oak dark

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 242563 EPL100
Cognac North Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 237705 EPL076
Grey Brynford Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234483 EPL034
Cortina Oak white

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234391 EPL008
Tarragone Stone

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 235176 EPL141
Olchon Oak white

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234544 EPL038
Chalky Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234575 EPL039
Ashcroft Wood

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234513 EPL035
Bardolino Oak

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234452 EPL019
Parquet Oak dark

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 235237 EPL156
Asgil Oak honey

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234810 EPL067
Dark Langley Walnut

8 / 32 Classic
Art.-No.: 234667 EPL056
Dark Admington Oak

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 233851 EPL026
Western Oak light

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 233974 EPL054
Light Admington Oak

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234155 EPL092
Sand beige Zermatt Oak

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234001 EPL069
Light Drayton Elm

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 233943 EPL036
Bardolino Oak grey

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234124 EPL089
Grove Oak

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234186 EPL098
Honey North Oak

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234032 EPL070
Natural Drayton Elm

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234247 EPL109
Mansonia Walnut

8 / 31 Classic
Art.-No.: 234308 EPL136
Lasken Oak
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Subject to technical modifications and error.

Service-Center
Service-Center AT

Service-Center IT

Service-Center PT

T +43 800 888 111

T +39 800 78 25 54

T 00 800 4000 88 00

sc.at@egger.com

sc.it@egger.com

doc@egger.com

Service-Center DE

Service-Center FR

Service-Center UK

T +49 800 344 37 45

T 00 800 4000 88 00

T +44 1434 6001 26

sc.de@egger.com

doc@egger.com

sc.flooring@egger.com

Service-Center CH

Service-Center ES

Service-Center RO

T +41 41 349 50 05

T 00 800 4000 88 00

T +40 800 500 111

sc.ch@egger.com

doc@egger.com

hotline.ro@egger.com

www.egger.com
EGGER Holzwerkstoffe Wismar
GmbH & Co. KG
Am Haffeld 1
23970 Wismar
Germany
T +49 3841 301-0
F +49 3841 301-20222
flooring@egger.com

